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Have you been asked to write minutes for an upcoming meeting and have no idea what you need to

record? Youâ€™ll find everything you need to know in this mini-ebookâ€¦Did you know you have to

make sure you have a record of all key topics discussed and all actions noted so they can be

referenced at any point? Did you know that anyone who wasnâ€™t able to attend the meeting has to

be able to get the gist of what was discussed by reading your minutes?If not then this is the ebook

for you. Within these pages are step by step details of how to set up the meeting, how to take

minutes, and how to write them up after the meeting has concluded. There are also templates for a

busines agenda and meeting minutes for you to use.Discover how to accurately record action

points, how to deal with actions that roll over into the next meeting, or present actions that are

closed. Learn how to record decisions and how to ensure any actions and decisions are accurately

recorded for future reference. Discover some tips on how to follow up on the action points and how

to prepare for a meeting, what communication is needed before and after the meeting and how to

chase outstanding actions. Minute taking may seem like an art, but it isnâ€™t. Anyone can do it if

they know what they want to get out of it. The days of having secretaries to minute all meetings

using shorthand are long gone, and instead it now falls under the domain of any number of

positions; from analyst to manager to the most junior team member. I have been in meetings where

the person chairing the meeting, and leading the conversation is also the person taking the minutes.

Although I wouldnâ€™t recommend that strategy to anyone as it is almost impossible to chair a

meeting effectively whilst also taking notes.So, letâ€™s get down to it. What do you need to do to

take effective minutes? In one quick sentence: make sure your minutes are actionable, with clearly

defined responsibilities for each action, a note of any decisions agreed and a quick summary

around that action so when people walk away from the meeting they donâ€™t lose the context.If you

are setting up the meeting, then I would also recommend having an agenda so everyone

understands the objective of the meeting and is clear about what should be achieved. How many

meetings have you sat through where you have come out wondering whether anything has actually

been decided? Or you have wondered whether the last hour to two hours has been a complete

waste of time. Scheduling meetings for the sake of filling your diary is a favourite pastime of some,

but if you spend your life attending meetings with no recognised outcome, you surely have to ask

yourself â€œwhy bother?â€•This is where structure comes in with the introduction of a tightly

managed agenda, and minutes that clearly define the actions and decisions agreed at that meeting.

This instruction guide will take you through the different steps to ensure your meeting minutes

capture everything you need to provide a concise and accurate report of the event.
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I have always taken good meeting notes, but have never had to formally prepare meeting minutes.

So, I purchased this kindle book, in preparation for an upcoming meeting, hoping it will prepare me

for the task. Unfortunately, I will have to find some other source. Usually, I'm fine with British

English, but the author uses terms that do not make sense to an American worker. For example,

there is an "Apologies" section of the agenda, with no explaination of what that means. Also, the

quality of the two sample documents (Agenda & Meeting Minutes) is very poor, in that it is blurry

with font that is too small to make out what is contained in the document and when I expand it, to try

to get a better view of the tiny text, it is even more blurry. I'm sorry to say that I cannot recommend

this ebook for someone who is in a similar situation, hoping to quickly get up to speed on taking

formal meeting minutes.

While I understand that this was supposed to be just a quickie starter document, I do not feel that it

encompasses the task of taking meeting minutes. The author should consult with Robert Rules of

Order and go from there.



I am new to taking meeting minutes and this book was very helpful. It gave me a place to start and

some good general guidelines. It helped me get a handle on what to record and what to dismiss.
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